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DEVISE
TECHNICAL  
STANDARDS,
DRIVE BUSINESS RESULTS



SCTE•ISBE develops technical standards and operational best 
practices that are vital to the success of the rapidly advancing 
broadband telecommunications industry. Areas of focus are data 
communications, digital video, energy management, equipment/

cabling, and network operations.

The Society’s robust program 
is the only American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI)- 
accredited program in the 
cable telecommunications 
industry. With more than 140 
member organizations, including 
all of the top service providers,  
the program comprises  
companies spanning all  
revenue levels and industry 
segments. In addition to  
service providers, members are 
content providers, cable  
equipment manufacturers, 
software application providers, 
and other industry entities.  
See the stellar members at 
www.scte.org/standards.
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Exert Your Expertise 
Amplify your enterprise’s thought-leadership and innovation 
acumen. Join the SCTE•ISBE Standards Program!

:: Improve cable telecommunications technology and form the 
industry’s future

:: Get a head start on new standards and upgrade current ones

:: Provide market input on new products and services

:: Accelerate deployment of innovative products

:: Ensure products and services satisfy end users

:: Allow the market, not regulation, to determine how technology 
functions

:: Grow relationships that reduce costs and promote profitability 
through interoperability

:: Innovate in a unique ecosystem comprising fellow industry 
leaders and subject matter experts

“We rely on ANSI standards 
and practices in the  
development of our products 
to ensure their optimal  
performance. We strongly 
believe that our active  
participation in the standards 
and practices get-togethers 
is great for networking and 
helps us deliver the highest- 
quality experience for  
consumers.”

Dr. Tom Cloonan, CTO,  
Network Solutions, ARRIS

“Development and promotion 
of industry standards and 
operational practices through 
SCTE•ISBE provides a great 
advantage to us as it facilitates 
rapid development and  
implementation of our  
network, platform, and  
products. SCTE•ISBE  
technical working groups that 
work toward development  
of standards allow for  
collaboration with other  
service providers, programmers, 
and technology solution  
companies that results in  
amalgamation for bright ideas.”

Vipul Patel, Chief Architect, 
Advanced Advertising,  
Charter Communications

:: DVS development of SCTE 35, SCTE 130, SCTE 138, and other 
standards, which have simplified programming and advertising 
delivery and enabled availability of advanced advertising.

:: A 2011 Technology and Engineering Emmy® 
Award for Local Cable Ad Insertion  
Technology—Cable Digital Standards for  
Local Cable Advertising. 

SCTE•ISBE’s esteemed programmer standards members feature 
Crown Media, Fox, HBO, Music Choice, NBCUniversal, and  
Turner Broadcasting.

Places, Everyone!

As a member, your organization will have access to all five of the 
SCTE•ISBE Standards Program subcommittees and their working 
groups and may have as many active representatives/participants 
as you wish.

Data Standards Subcommittee (DSS)

The program is developing a long list of standards related to the 
transmission, test methods, and monitoring of data communications 
over broadband networks. These standards include Data Over 
Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS®) standards for 
data transmission over cable networks, and standards for IP voice 
over cable systems—namely, PacketCable™ specifications.

Snapshot: In October 2016, the Society launched DSS’s  
Internet of Things (IoT) Working Group to position the cable  
telecommunications industry as a pivotal delivery channel for  
IoT technologies, products, and services.

Digital Video Subcommittee (DVS)

TV aisles at electronics stores are dazzling shoppers with the 
sights and sounds of UHD/4K. It is exciting to witness the race to 
invent and purchase new and compact video and audio codecs 
that revolutionize how content is being consumed on connected 
and mobile devices. DVS gives industry experts around the globe a 
firm foundation amid the epic, seismic shift taking place in digital 
video.

Snapshot: DVS is leading the video industry with the creation 
and ongoing expansion of the Event Scheduling and Notification 
Interface standard to automate execution of local blackouts and 
the provision of alternate streams of content to various groups of 
viewers.

In addition, some of the Society’s standards and operational 
practices are incorporated into government regulations that are 
specific to FCC compliance. Accommodating a broad range of 
industry needs, members develop standards covering anything 
from connectors to network monitoring and management.

Capitalize on Timely Technical  
Advancements 

An ANSI Advantage

The American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) coordinates the U.S. voluntary  
standards and conformity assessment 
system. The institute collaborates with 
stakeholders from industry and government 

to identify standards-based solutions to national and global 
priorities. Accreditation as a standards developer represents 
compliance with a set of cardinal principles:

:: Openness—Any materially affected and interested party  
shall be able to participate.

:: Balance—Participants should represent diverse interests and 
categories, and no single group or individual should dominate.

:: Due Process—All objections shall have an attempt toward 
resolution. Interests who are treated unfairly may appeal.

:: Consensus—Agreements are reached when more than a simple 
majority of the participants concur on a proposed solution.

Program Note

Now is the time for programmers and advertisers to join the  
industry’s premier standards organization with a host of  

innovational topics in the 
works such as advanced audio/
video codecs, content security, 
IP transmission, energy  
management, fiber-optic  
networks, and advanced  
advertising. The Society’s  
programming successes  
include:

:: The Digital Video Subcommittee 
  (DVS), created in 1996, which 
  has enabled large and small 
  operators and programmers 
  to increase the quantity and  
  quality of video offerings.

What Is an SCTE•ISBE Standard?

SCTE•ISBE technical standards are industry-recognized sets of 
rules or guidelines pertaining to but not limited to definitions 
and terminology, methods of measurement and testing,  
products, systems, technology rating structures, thermal limits 
and applications guides, recommended practices, materials, 
and safety. SCTE•ISBE standards are the technical foundation of 
the industry. Thanks to the prowess of the program’s members, 
these standards enable all aspects of cable networks to work 
cohesively.

Why Get With the Program?

Although final results are available to all, only members of the 
standards program get to participate in the process and stay 
ahead as industry standards develop. Members may provide 
input and expertise on new, developing, and existing standards. 
They keep up with what’s next by participating in working 
groups, generating standards and operational practices that 
cater to their corner of the market. As an SCTE•ISBE Standards 
member, you can:

:: Access exclusive e-mail reflectors/teleconferences where the 
work is performed—participate actively or merely monitor  
the activity

:: Receive draft documents and meeting minutes

:: Interact/network as a change agent among almost 1,200 
subject matter experts

:: Align your company’s brand with SCTE•ISBE—the industry’s 
award-winning standards authority

As of September 2017, the  
Society boasted more than 
300 standards and operational 
practices approved by ANSI and 
available for free download. 

More than 1,000 updates since 
2009 have kept the standards 
and operational practices 
aligned with advancements  
in technology. SCTE•ISBE  
standards have been promoted 
by the International  
Telecommunication Union (ITU) 
and the International Electro-
technical Commission (IEC). 

“Many take the approach that 
standards work is as painful as 
watching paint dry. Most of 
us that have been involved in 
standards know that is not the 
case. Without well-developed 
standards, technology would 
never be able to move forward 
as quickly as it does today. We 
have a lot of work ahead of 
us, focusing on many targeted 
development goals, to get 
standards across the goal line.”

Bill Warga, Vice President,  
Technology, Liberty Global and 
Chairman, SCTE•ISBE Engineering 
Committee

THE STRENGTH OF STANDARDS

SCTE•ISBE  
Standards Program 
Now Ranks Among 
Top 10 ANSI- 
Accredited Standards 
Developers! 
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SCTE :: Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers
ISBE :: International Society of Broadband Experts

Snapshot: NOS maintains SCTE Measurement Recommended 
Practices for Cable Systems referenced by FCC §76.601 and  
FCC §76.605. NOS recently produced SCTE 235 2017,  
Operational Practice for the Coexistence of DOCSIS® 3.1  
Signals and MoCA® Signals in the Home Environment. Also,  
NOS recently added Proactive Network Maintenance and  
Wireless working groups.

Engage With Energy 2020®

SCTE•ISBE proudly originated and orchestrates the Energy 
2020® program for the industry, a multi-year campaign to give 
service providers new standards, technology innovation,  
organizational solutions, and training designed to drive  
continued cable telecommunications network growth, availability, 
and reliability. Service providers are leveraging SCTE•ISBE  
standards to drive efficiency and reduce dependency on the 
electric grid.

Energy 2020® unifies cable operator and vendor expertise to 
create alignment on standards and operational practices, to 
drive design and implementation of equipment, and to create 
SCTE•ISBE training resources that will enable workforce teams 
to optimize technology for maximum efficiency. Energy 2020® 
standards and operational practices help operators bend power 
cost and consumption curves downward.

Step Up to Standards!

Standards membership dues cover all subcommittees; there are 
no separate meeting fees, teleconference fees, or similar expenses. 
Dues do not, however, cover travel and housing expenses.  
Standards members are organizations, not individuals. Any  
individuals with those organizations may participate at no 
additional cost as long as they follow the program procedures 
available at www.scte.org/standards.

As a standards member, your organization will keep pace with 
technological developments 
and trends and be prepared for 
what’s next. Better still, you’ll 
set the pace for advancing 
the industry in your area of 
expertise.

Take the first step! Join today 
at www.scte.org/standards.

Energy Management Subcommittee (EMS)

With a roster of MSO-driven leadership and passionate  
working group chairs, EMS supports the Energy 2020® program’s 
mission of envisioning and enabling what energy will look  
like in cable in the year 2020 while also targeting maximum  
customer uptime and enabling capacity growth via successful  
organizational, customer, and environmental energy solutions. 
More than 20 standards and operational practices have been 
published addressing topics such as adaptive power controls  
and an internationally recognized energy management  
systems framework.

Snapshot: ANSI/SCTE 216 2015, Adaptive Power Systems 
Interface Specification (APSIS™), defines the end-to-end energy 
control system across the cable plant. ANSI/SCTE 237 2017 
defines the implementation steps to the APSIS specification. This 
one-two punch published by the EMS APSIS Working Group will 
aid the cable industry in greatly reducing power demands when 
traffic demands are low.

Interface Practices Subcommittee (IPS)

The IPS focus is hardware specifications and test procedures 
for equipment and cabling including standards for fiber to the 
premises such as RF over Glass (RFoG). IPS is responsible to 
create and maintain standards for physical interconnections and 
performance specifications for outside plant, including cables, 
connectors, passives, and actives. IPS also creates and maintains 
plant construction and maintenance operational practices for 
coax and fiber, including best practices and safety requirements.

Snapshot: IPS is updating a wide range of passive and  
active devices to meet the demands of DOCSIS® 3.1, tighter  
regulations, and MoCA® interoperability.

Network Operations  
Subcommittee (NOS)

NOS addresses monitoring 
network transmission,  
preventing network failure, 
and providing information 
on how to quickly detect and 
correct points of failure.

“I invite all our cable partners 
to join us on our Energy 2020® 
journey and help us uncover 
further opportunities for our 
industry.”

Sam Khola, Director, Sustainability, 
Liberty Global

“SCTE•ISBE is in the best 
position to be the leader in the 
development and publication 
of wireless operational  
practices and standards.”

Chris Green,  
Network Engineer, T+P, 
Comcast Cable Communication


